Extant manuscript materials
The manuscript materials relating to New Musical Resources are held in a single box, containing six unnumbered folders whose contents are as detailed below. Substantial differences exist between [1919T] and the published version of the text, here called [1930] . These differences are discussed on pages 162-169.
[Folder 3]
Miscellaneous sheets, here called [1919M] [i9i9MvJ rubrics for examples 2b, 3b.
[igigMvi] rubrics for examples loa, lob, 14,15,17.
[i9i9Mvii] rubrics for examples 6,6 (with longer text), 7, loa, lob, 14,15,17.
[ipigMviiiJ duplicate of [i9i9Mvii].
[Folder 4]
Similar materials to those in [Folder 3J but in far greater quanti-
The misplaced item is a single typed page (numbered 8) on the work ofPaulCreston.
12 The misplaced item is a tiny fragment of a typed letter which appears to have no relevance to New Musical Resources. ii 11919MXI a large number of typed rubrics for the music examples, most in multiple copies (four or more); some are already cut. [1919T] to the "theory of musical relativity" which New Musical
[Folder 5]
Resources has now come to embody [1930 
i6g ~ Wcnry CoweWs New Musical Resources
Nikolai Garbuzov confirm that this new material could only have been written after his May 1929 visit to Russia.
In addition to these new passages in [1930] , it should be noted that in [19197] [1930] are new.
"TONE-QUALITY"
This section does not appear in [1919TJ and was newly written for[i93oj.
"DISSONANT COUNTERPOINT"
[ipigTj and [1930] are effectively identical up to page 40/line 5.
[1919T] then concludes with two short paragraphs not present in [1930] ; their tone is very much of dissonant counterpoint being a relatively untried technique (which, in 1919 or thereabouts, it was).^' The considerably longer continuation of [1930] -with its references to music which had been written during the subsequent decade and its citation of composers more recent than
Reger and Franck -is consequently rather less defensive in tone. "TIME" [1930] contains three passages which have no equivalent in 
"METRE AND TIME COMBINATIONS"
The texts of [19197] and [1930] are effectively identical.
"TEMPO"
The only significant difference is the addition in i I1919T] has a more extensive introduction than [1930] ; the cut text, constituting approximately half of one typed page, was originally placed on page 98 between lines 21 and 22.
ii the sentence in I1930J on page 104 (lines 15-17) concerning the player-piano is not found in [1919T] .
iii this section of (1919TI finishes at page 108/line 2. The text from "or the..." onwards -with its references to Chopin, Stravinsky, Ives et al. -is new in [1930] .
"BUILDING CHORDS FROM DIFFERENT INTERVALS"
This section does not appear in [1919TI The example appears in the third of the five excised paragraphs referred to above.
ii page 125/lines 6-7. 
